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EDUCATOR GUIDE KEY AND STUDENT PAGES FOR
News Goggles
How do journalists select and use sources in news reports?
In this document you’ll ﬁnd:
●
Teacher instructions for this lesson.
●
Editable student pages.
●
An answer key for the student pages.

Teacher directions:
1.
Make sure each student has a copy of the featured article. Students will need to annotate it as
they work through the think sheet.
You might want to have your students read or skim the entire article ﬁrst to get a general
sense of what it’s about before digging deeper into sourcing.
2.
Distribute student copies of the think sheet in this document (pages 2-5).
3.
Discussion prompts/additional suggestions:
Part A: Why do you think this story is newsworthy? Think about how timely, important,
interesting and unique the story is to you.
Part B: What perspectives do these different sources bring to the article?
Part C: Pause the video when Hannah models how Lionel Ramos shows attribution. Make
sure students box these same examples. Challenge them to ﬁnd more examples in the
article. Some are shown in the marked-up article at the end of this document.
Part D: What purpose does the editor’s note serve in this story? How does it bring in an
additional source?
Conclusion: Have students use their notes from this think sheet to brainstorm a response
to the essential lesson question. Then, have them discuss as a class. To extend this
question even further, have students develop their thoughts in several paragraphs or an
essay.
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News Goggles
How do journalists select and use sources in news reports?
Featured Video: “News Goggles: Lionel Ramos, Oklahoma Watch.”
Featured Reading: “How Oklahoma is preparing for arrival of Afghan refugees”
(Lionel Ramos, Oklahoma Watch).
Directions:
1.
Obtain this month’s featured video and reading.
2.
Use this think sheet to take notes about the reporter’s sources.
3.
Determine how journalists use credible sources in news reports.
Resource Connection Tip: View Seven standards of quality journalism to see how use of sources is an
element of best practices.

PART A: News Goggles Video

* race: any one of the groups that humans are often divided into based on
physical traits regarded as common among people of shared ancestry
equity: fairness or justice in the way people are treated

Watch the ﬁrst ﬁve minutes of News Goggles (0:00-5:00). Then, answer the questions below.
After hearing Ramos’ thoughts on race and equity reporting, can you think of any topics in your school or
community that might involve race and equity coverage? Brainstorm a list of story ideas and who you
would want to speak with about these topics.

How do Ramos’ questions change as he gathers more information?

PART B: The Article

* source: the people, organizations, documents and other providers of background
information that journalists use as the basis of their reporting

Read the Editor’s Note and paragraphs 1-6 of the article. Circle all new sources.
Who does Ramos cite in these paragraphs?

Where are they from?

Why do you think Ramos included these sources?

Read paragraphs 7-11 of the article. Circle all new sources.
Who does Ramos cite in these paragraphs?

Where are they from?

Why do you think Ramos included these sources?

Read paragraphs 12-15 of the article. Circle all new sources.
Who does Ramos cite in these paragraphs?

Why do you think Ramos included these sources?

Where are they from?

PART C: News Goggles Video AND the Article
Watch the next portion of the video (5:00-10:00). Answer the following questions.
Why does Ramos attribute his information and ﬁndings to sources? Why is this practice important?

What are some ways journalists attribute information from sources?

Pause the video. Can you box these items on your copy of the article?
Why is including diverse sources (in terms of age, race, perspective, background, etc.) generally important
in news coverage? How does it affect news coverage?

What efforts did Ramos take to gather additional information from sources for this story? What did he
ﬁnd out?

Now read the rest of the article. Circle all new sources as you go.

How many sources does Ramos include in his ﬁnal article? (Circle one.)
0-4
How do these sources help develop the story?

5-9

10 or more

PART D: News Goggles Video
Watch the rest of the video (10:00-15:10).
What are some of Ramos’ ﬁnal thoughts and tips for looking at sources?

Conclusion: How do journalists select and use sources in news reports?
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News Goggles KEY
How do journalists select and use sources in news reports?
Featured video: “Hannah Covington interviews Lionel Ramos”
Featured reading: “How Oklahoma is preparing for arrival of Afghan refugees”
(Lionel Ramos, Oklahoma Watch).
Directions:
1.
Obtain this month’s featured video and reading.
2.
Use this think sheet to take notes about the reporter’s sources.
3.
Determine how journalists use credible sources in news reports.
Resource Connection Tip: View Seven standards of quality journalism to see how use of sources is an
element of best practices.

PART A: News Goggles Video

* race: any one of the groups that humans are often divided into based on
physical traits regarded as common among people of shared ancestry
equity: fairness of justice in the way people are treated

Watch the ﬁrst ﬁve minutes of News Goggles (0:00-5:00). Then, answer the questions below.
After hearing Ramos’ thoughts on race and equity reporting, can you think of any topics in your school or
community that might involve race and equity coverage? Brainstorm a list of story ideas and who you
would want to speak with about these topics.
Answers will vary.

How do Ramos’ questions change as he gathers more information?
Ramos begins with the basic, “What can the governor do?” This leads him to ask, “What is the refugee
resettlement process in Oklahoma?” While researching that question, Ramos learned that
“non-governmental organizations were responsible for the refugee resettlement process through a
contract through the federal government.” This led him to ask, “What nonproﬁts and organizations in
Oklahoma are responsible” for this process? This, of course, led him to several sources.

PART B: The Article

* source: the people, organizations, documents and other providers of background
information that journalists use as the basis of their reporting

Read the Editor’s Note and paragraphs 1-6 of the article. Circle all new sources.
Who does Ramos cite in these paragraphs?
1.
Patrick Raglow
2.
Imad Enchassi

Where are they from?
1.
Executive director of Catholic Charities (of
the Archdiocese of Oklahoma City)
2.
Senior imam at the Islamic Society of
Greater Oklahoma City

Why do you think Ramos included these sources?
Answers will vary but may note how these two oﬃcials are likely to have up-to-date and accurate
information about preparations for Afghan families arriving in the state. According to the story, Catholic
Charities of the Archdiocese of Oklahoma City is in charge of refugee resettlement in the state. Second,
Enchassi may have important insights about how the Muslim community is preparing.

Read paragraphs 7-11 of the article. Circle all new sources.
Who does Ramos cite in these paragraphs?
3.
Imad Enchassi (also above)
4.
Kevin Stitt
5.
Adam Soltani

Where are they from?
3.
Senior imam at the Islamic Society of
Greater Oklahoma City
4.
Governor of Oklahoma
5.
Executive director of the Oklahoma City
chapter of the Council on Islamic-American
Relations

Why do you think Ramos included these sources?
Answers will vary but may explain why the information these sources provide or the perspective they
offer is important.

Read paragraphs 12-15 of the article. Circle all new sources.
Who does Ramos cite in these paragraphs?
6.
John Bennett
7.
Adam Soltani (also above)

Where are they from?
6.
Former state representative and current
chairman of the Oklahoma Republican
Party
7.
Executive director of the Oklahoma City
chapter of the Council on Islamic-American
Relations

Why do you think Ramos included these sources?
Answers will vary but may include wanting to show how certain groups involved in the Afghan
resettlement effort work to counter hate and ignorance.

PART C: News Goggles Video AND the Article
Watch the next portion of the video (5:00-10:00). Answer the following questions.
Why does Ramos attribute his information and ﬁndings to sources? Why is this practice important?
“In a time where race and equity is a very hot topic and people are trying to ﬁgure out what exactly it
means and a time in which misinformation is extremely voluminous, it’s important that people know
where you’re getting your information so that they can determine whether or not the information you’re
providing is reliable.”
What are some ways journalists attribute information to sources?
Journalists can use “said,” “released a statement,” “according to…” in news reports. They can also include
hyperlinks to information.
Pause the video. Can you box these items on your copy of the article?
Why is including diverse sources (in terms of age, race, perspective, background, etc.) important in news
coverage? How does it affect news coverage?
Answers will vary. Students might include thoughts on how representation in the news is important more
generally, or they might reﬂect on why news coverage that includes relevant, diverse perspectives can be
more accurate and fair. Ramos said, “Whenever we include people from different backgrounds,
ethnicities, cultures, ages, we get to see what it was like for them to witness or experience that situation,
that bad news. It can be very easy to be removed, and when you start reading about what others are
doing, you’re all of a sudden a part of that. You’re included.”
What efforts did Ramos take to gather additional information from sources for this story? What did he
ﬁnd out?
Ramos reached out to Afghans in Oklahoma for this story. He learned that people in this situation were
likely “nervous to share their names and their likeness in the public space” because they were afraid of
retaliation by Taliban against their families in Afghanistan.

Now read the rest of the article. Circle all new sources as you go.

How many sources does Ramos include in his ﬁnal article? (Circle one.)
0-4

5-9

10 or more

How do these sources help develop the story?
Answers will vary. Accept all reasonable answers. One possibility includes how having multiple credible
sources (Catholic Charities, the Islamic Society of Greater Oklahoma City, government oﬃcials, the
Council on Islamic-American Relations, etc.) all contribute to getting a clearer and fuller picture of how
Oklahoma is preparing for the arrival of Afghan refugees.

PART D: News Goggles Video
Watch the rest of the video (10:00-15:10).
What are some of Ramos’ ﬁnal thoughts and tips for looking at sources?
“When people are reading the news and they’re trying to ﬁnd out whether or not it’s reliable and if it’s not
clear in the story where that information comes from because typically you’ll be able to see that
information in a story, see where it’s attributed to and if it’s a person, you Google them or you look them
up and you can see if you trust that information. If it’s an organization, you can do the same. Really you
can do that with computers with just about anything. If you have questions about how the information
was gathered, and if that is determining whether or not you can trust this organization, send that
organization an email. Ask that organization the questions you have about the work that they’re doing.
Nine times out of 10, maybe 8 times out of 10, they’re going to respond and try and help you understand
where that information came from, what the process was because the idea is that they are there, we are
here, to report for people, not just about people.”

Conclusion: How do journalists select and use sources in news reports?

Answers will vary. Be sure students incorporate key ideas from various points in this think sheet.

